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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets closed on a weaker footing yesterday, weighed down by losses in mining and 

energy sector stocks. Aston Martin Lagonda Global Holdings dropped 5.1%, following a 

rating downgrade on the stock to ‘Neutral’ from ‘Buy’. Cineworld Group declined 3.9%, after 

the cinema chain forecasted annual revenue to be at the lower end of its management's 

expectations, amid weak box office performance. AstraZeneca fell 1.2%, after announcing a 

deal to sell the North American commercial rights of psychiatric medicines, Seroquel and 

Seroquel XR, to German firm, Cheplapharm Arzneimittel. On the flipside, Centamin surged 

14.8%, after the miner received an all-share merger bid from Canadian gold giant, Endeavour 

Mining, down 3.5%. Tekmar Group gained 1.6%, after a top broker raised its target price on 

the stock to 180.0p from 160.0p. The FTSE 100 declined 1.7%, to close at 7,158.8, while the 

FTSE 250 fell 1.0%, to end at 20,500.9.  

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed lower yesterday, following comments from the US President Donald 

Trump that the US might delay a trade deal with China until after the 2020 presidential 

election. Cleveland-Cliffs plunged 10.7%, following an agreement to acquire AK Steel 

Holding, up 4.2%, in a stock deal worth around $1.1 billion. Wells Fargo lost 1.9%. The 

company announced the appointment of Scott Powell as its new Chief Operating Officer. 

UnitedHealth Group fell 1.0%, after the health insurer’s adjusted earnings forecast for 2020 

came in below analysts’ estimates. On the contrary, Lands' End skyrocketed 21.0%, following 

better than expected same-store sales and earnings for the third quarter. Roku advanced 

6.3%, after a leading broker raised its target price on the stock to $200.0 from $150.0. The 

S&P 500 slipped 0.7%, to settle at 3,093.2. The DJIA fell 1.0%, to settle at 27,502.8, while 

the NASDAQ shed 0.6%, to close at 8,520.6.  

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished mostly lower yesterday, led by losses in banking and automobile 

sector stocks. Automakers, Daimler, Peugeot and Renault dropped 0.9%, 1.8% and 2.6%, 

respectively. UniCredit fell 0.5%, after the Italian lender announced its plan to lay off 8,000 

jobs worldwide by 2023 and it unveiled a €2.0 billion share buyback programme. On the 

flipside, MTU Aero Engines advanced 3.5%, following a collaboration deal with French 

engine maker Safran, down 0.9%, to develop the engine of the FCAS sixth generation fighter 

jet aircraft. Hennes & Mauritz gained 1.6%, after the fashion retailer reopened its flagship 

store in Stockholm and launched a clothing rental service for its customers. The FTSEurofirst 

300 index slipped 0.7%, to settle at 1,557.5. The German DAX Xetra rose 0.2%, to settle at 

12,989.3, while the French CAC-40 shed 1.0%, to close at 5,727.2.  

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading lower this morning. In Japan, Daiichi Sankyo, Shiseido and Fast 

Retailing have declined 2.9%, 3.4% and 4.7%, respectively. Meanwhile, Sekisui House, 

Tokyo Dome and Taiheiyo Cement have risen 1.8%, 2.0% and 2.9%, respectively. In Hong 

Kong, Sino Land, China Life Insurance and WH Group have dropped 1.9%, 2.2% and 2.8%, 

respectively. Moreover, Sino Biopharmaceutical, Bank of China and Sunny Optical 

Technology Group have fallen 0.2%, 0.3% and 3.5%, respectively. In South Korea, Hyundai 

Steel, LG Display and LG Chem have lost 2.4%, 3.0% and 4.4%, respectively. Meanwhile, 

Woori Financial Group, NAVER and NCSoft have added 0.9%, 1.2% and 2.3%, respectively. 

The Nikkei 225 index is trading 1.1% lower at 23,130.6. The Hang Seng index is trading 1.2% 

down at 26,077.8, while the Kospi index is trading 0.8% lower at 2,068.3. 
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

Vp Plc Interim GBP 1.00                          394.33                                     

Stock Spirits Group Plc Final EUR 0.18                          303.00                                     

Loungers Plc Interim GBP 0.10                          186.50                                     

Quiz Plc Interim GBP (0.10)                        131.50                                     

Numis Corp Plc Final GBP 0.10                          112.00                                     

Impax Asset Management Group Plc Final GBP 0.10                          70.20                                        

Rambler Metals and Mining Plc Q3 CAD (0.01)                        41.60                                        

PCF Group Plc Final GBP 0.03                          23.00                                        

IXICO Plc Final GBP - 7.28                                          

I-Nexus Global Plc Final GBP (0.14)                        5.73                                          

Sdcl Energy Efficiency Income Trust Plc Interim GBP - -

C4X Discovery Holdings Plc Final GBP (0.20)                        -

Tricorn Group Plc Interim GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Brent crude oil one month futures contract is trading 0.77% or $0.47 higher at $61.29 per barrel, ahead of the 

Energy Information Administration’s weekly oil inventory data, scheduled to be released later today. Yesterday, the contract declined 

0.16% or $0.10, to settle at $60.82 per barrel, amid renewed concerns over the US-China trade deal. Meanwhile, American 

Petroleum Institute reported that the US crude stockpiles declined by 3.7 million barrels for the week ended 29 November 2019. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 0.46% or $6.80 higher at $1485.00 per ounce. Yesterday, the contract climbed 

1.09% or $15.90, to settle at $1478.20 per ounce, as weakness in the greenback and losses in the global equity markets raised the 

demand appeal for the safe-haven asset.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, BTC is trading 2.34% lower against the 

USD at $7157.98. Yesterday, BTC advanced 0.14% against 

the USD to close at $7329.85. In major news, 

cryptocurrency exchange, Binance has acquired China-

based blockchain data startup, DappReview. In a key 

development, Canadian venture capital firm, Portag3 

Ventures has raised around $320.0 million in funding to 

invest in fintech startup companies globally. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, the EUR is trading 0.05% lower against the USD at $1.1076, ahead of the services PMI data across the Euro-

zone for November, due in a few hours. Additionally, investors await the US ISM non-manufacturing PMI data for November, slated 

to be released later today. Yesterday, the EUR strengthened 0.03% versus the USD, to close at $1.1082. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, the GBP is trading marginally higher against the USD at $1.2998, ahead of the UK services PMI data for 

November, due in a few hours. Yesterday, the GBP strengthened 0.43% versus the USD, to close at $1.2995, after the UK 

construction PMI advanced more than expected in November. 
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you. 

Partners  

with 

Can Currencyflo cut your cost? Call 020 3963 4960 or for more information www.currencyflo.com  
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

UK construction PMI advanced in November 

In the UK, the construction PMI rose to a level of 45.30 in November, compared to market expectations of a rise to a level of 44.50. In the 

prior month, the index had registered to a reading of 44.20. 

US ISM-NY business conditions index rose in November 

In the US, the business conditions index advanced to a level of 50.40 in November, compared to market expectations of a rise to a level of 

47.7. In the previous month, the index had registered to a reading of 47.70. 

Australian AiG performance of services index eased in November 

In Australia, the AiG performance of services index recorded a drop to a level of 53.70 in November. In the prior month, the index had 

recorded a revised to a level of 55.20. 

Australian GDP rose less than expected in 3Q 2019 

In Australia, the seasonally adjusted gross domestic product (GDP) rose 0.40% on a QoQ basis in 3Q 2019, compared to a revised rise of 

0.60% in the previous quarter. Markets were expecting the GDP to advance 0.50%. 

Chinese services PMI index climbed in November 

In China, the services PMI index rose to a level of 53.50 in November, higher than market expectations of a rise to a level of 52.70. In the 

previous month, the index had registered to a reading of 51.10. 

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Industrial Metals 3247.49 -244.65 -7.0% -6.4% -28.0%

Oil Equipment & Services 7236.94 -312.35 -4.1% -10.1% -45.1%

Life Insurance 7348.09 -192.91 -2.6% -4.0% -0.5%

Oil & Gas Producers 7877.49 -202.58 -2.5% -7.4% -11.7%

Travel & Leisure 9751.07 -221.47 -2.2% -1.7% 4.8%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Hedge funds back down in fight over 

£2.6 billion Inmarsat takeover: The £2.6 

billion takeover of Inmarsat has received the 

green light after a group of hedge funds that 

had been objecting to the deal for the British 

satellite communications company dropped 

their opposition at the last minute. 

TSB bonuses ‘face cuts’ after diversity 

targets missed: The heads at TSB face 

having their bonuses trimmed because the 

bank has failed to meet diversity targets for 

senior Executives. 

Appeal for £1.2 million to keep Swansea 

Bay lagoon bid afloat: The green energy 

entrepreneur who wants to build tidal 

lagoons off Wales is asking investors for 

£1.2 million to keep the project alive. 

Aston Martin stalls as Goldman Sachs 

changes gear into neutral: Goldman 

Sachs is advising clients to stop buying 

Aston Martin Lagonda shares, less than a 

year after it helped to float the luxury 

carmaker on the London Stock Exchange. 

Merger raises stakes in ticket tout war: 

Kiki Bond had been hoping to take her six-

year-old daughter to Capital FM’s Jingle Bell 

Ball at the O2 Arena in London, but there’s 

a problem. The graphic designer from 

Brighton paid £275 for two tickets on 

Viagogo, including fees. Not only is the 

price much more than the £58 face value of 

each ticket, but Capital FM has said that 

tickets bought on resale websites — such 

as Viagogo — will be invalid for entry. 

Playtech plan to pay head £30 million 

bonus: A gambling software company that 

has been hit by investor revolts over 

Executive pay is proposing a new bonus 

scheme that could hand its head shares 

worth more than £30 million. 

Ivan Glasenberg hints at early handover 

of Glencore: The Chief Executive of 

Glencore has suggested that he could step 

down next year, declaring that he does not 

want to be “an old guy running this 

company”. 

British struggles boost Ferguson’s 

demerger moves: Ferguson has warned of 

a “challenging” market for plumbing repairs 

and maintenance in Britain as it prepares to 

demerge its U.K. division from the rest of 

the business. 

Quorn replaces Chief as it hungers for 

new partnerships: Quorn is replacing its 

Chief Executive after a decade as the vegan 

brand seeks more partnerships to take 

advantage of rapidly changing consumer 

tastes. 

Cut-price little black dress brings joy for 

Boohoo: Slashing the price of cheap, lacy 

so-called midi-dresses helped Boohoo to a 

record performance over the Black Friday 

discounting weekend and kept it on track to 

make sales of more than £1 billion this year. 

Aveva: Gift to investors that keeps on 

giving: Targets can be spurious things. Set 

them too low and the world will be 

unimpressed that they’ve been reached; set 

them too high and it will be disappointed if 

they’re undershot. Aveva seems to have 

achieved a happy balance, setting the bar 

high and then overdelivering — doing so, 

indeed, in such a way that its shareholders 

are pleased with what they get but are still 

left wanting more. 

Just Eat bidder accuses rival of 

scaremongering: The Dutch food delivery 

group seeking a merger with Just Eat 

accused a rival bidder of scaremongering in 

a bid to persuade shareholders to accept a 

“low-ball” cash offer. 

Unilever turns to ex-Revlon head in 

American makeover: The maker of Dove 

soap and Marmite is replacing the head of 

its North American division as part of a 

reshuffle of its top team. 

Tripadvisor deal is done by the book: 

Michelin has sold its Bookatable restaurant 

booking platform to Tripadvisor as part of a 

“strategic partnership” between the two 

organisations. 

Fraser T Smith songs hit the right note 

for investor: A music investor has bought 

the rights to a catalogue of nearly 300 

songs written by Fraser T Smith. The 

songwriter, 48, has written for the biggest 

pop stars. He co-wrote and produced 

Adele’s hit Set Fire to the Rain from her 

bestselling album 21 and has composed 

tunes for Craig David, Sam Smith and 

Stormzy. 

The Independent 

U.K. risks 'complete capitulation' on tech 

giant tax in U.S. trade deal talks: The 

Conservative Party risks a “complete 

capitulation” to Donald Trump on a 

manifesto pledge to clamp down on tax 

dodging by U.S. technology companies, a 

taxation expert has said. 

Hedge fund billionaire vows to punish 

company Directors for climate change 

inaction: A billionaire hedge fund manager 

and backer of Extinction Rebellion has 

warned he will begin taking action against 

companies that do not do enough to tackle 

the climate emergency. 

Financial Times 

Glencore to continue bringing in 

younger leaders: Glencore’s Chief 

Executive said the miner and commodity 

trader would continue with its transition 

toward a new, younger generation of 

leaders in 2020. 

To Read More Click Here 

Endeavour bids £1.5 billion for Centamin 

in gold dealmaking wave: Endeavour 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Times (Tempus share tips): Take profits from Aveva; “Avoid” Cranswick. 

• The Daily Telegraph: A£4.5 billion takeover of satellite firm Inmarsat has won court approval after a group of hedge funds dropped their  

objections. 

• The Times: Centamin, which owns the Sukari mine in Egypt, has rebuffed a £1.5 billion takeover proposal from a larger Canadian rival,  

Endeavour. 

Click here to open an account 
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Mining has refused to rule out a higher bid 

for rival African gold producer Centamin but 

said it would only consider improving its 

offer if it can hold friendly discussions. 

To Read More Click Here 

Repsol sets net-zero CO2 emissions 

target for 2050: Repsol has set an industry 

leading net-zero carbon dioxide emissions 

target for 2050 as the energy sector comes 

under increasing pressure to take 

responsibility for its role in enabling climate 

change. 

To Read More Click Here 

Pakistan family gives up £190 million in 

‘dirty money’ probe: The National Crime 

Agency has secured the largest settlement 

of its kind under new powers granted two 

years ago to help it fight “dirty money” after 

the family of one of Pakistan’s wealthiest 

businessmen agreed to hand over £190 

million held in the U.K. 

To Read More Click Here 

Zopa gets £140 million investment amid 

pursuit of bank licence: British lender 

Zopa has raised £140 million from U.S. 

investor IAG Capital in a last-minute effort to 

salvage its bid to secure a full banking 

licence. 

To Read More Click Here 

Fidelity’s head of $2.8 trillion asset 

management arm to retire: The head of 

Fidelity’s $2.8 trillion asset management 

division is retiring from the Boston 

investment group after just a year in the job, 

to be replaced by a senior executive from its 

international arm. 

To Read More Click Here 

Bridgewater’s Co-Chief Eileen Murray to 

leave hedge fund: Bridgewater’s Co-Chief 

Executive Eileen Murray is exiting the giant 

hedge fund, leaving former Treasury official 

David McCormick in charge of the $160 

billion investment group founded by Ray 

Dalio after a longstanding, convoluted 

succession drama. 

To Read More Click Here 

Diversity campaigner Amanda Blanc 

joins Aviva’s board: Amanda Blanc, a well

-known figure in the insurance sector and a 

prominent campaigner for greater workplace 

diversity, has joined Aviva as a non-

executive director. 

To Read More Click Here 

Ex-T Rowe Price stockpicker makes first 

solo deal: Former star T Rowe Price 

stockpicker Henry Ellenbogen has made his 

first deal since setting up a company earlier 

this year, investing about $40 million in 

Rapyd, a service provider for the cross-

border payments industry. 

To Read More Click Here 

Judge clears $6 billion Inmarsat buyout 

as hedge funds drop opposition: A 

London judge has sanctioned the $6 billion 

private equity takeover of British satellite 

group Inmarsat, taking the deal closer to 

completion after a group of hedge funds 

dropped their opposition. 

To Read More Click Here 

UniCredit plans 8,000 job cuts and share 

buyback: UniCredit, Italy’s largest lender, 

said it plans to cut 8,000 jobs and seek 

regulatory approval for a share buyback that 

will be seen as a litmus test for the wider 

European banking sector. 

To Read More Click Here 

Monzo turns to Visa exec to lead U.S. 

push: Monzo has hired a Visa executive — 

who was previously with Standard 

Chartered — to lead its U.S. business as it 

ramps up efforts to become a fully-fledged 

bank in the country even though complex 

rules have deterred some rivals. 

To Read More Click Here 

Chinese bank accused of forcing HK 

staffer to quit over protests: A former 

Chief Economist of Bank of 

Communications, the Chinese state-owned 

bank, has alleged he was forced to resign 

because he was a Hong Konger, 

highlighting concerns of a purge in the city’s 

financial services industry following months 

of pro-democracy protests. 

To Read More Click Here 

Amancio Ortega set to buy London’s 

Post Building: Amancio Ortega, the 

founder of retailer Inditex, is close to 

acquiring McKinsey’s London headquarters 

for £600 million, in the billionaire’s latest bet 

on the top end of the U.K. property market. 

To Read More Click Here 

Agnelli family’s Exor to buy Italian media 

group GEDI: John Elkann, scion of the 

Agnelli industrial dynasty and Chairman of 

Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, is to acquire 

Italy’s leading media group after striking a 

deal with the billionaire De Benedetti family. 

To Read More Click Here 

Renault Chairman says Nissan merger 

not ‘ultimate step’: Renault Chairman 

Jean-Dominique Senard has said a merger 

with Nissan is not the “ultimate step” for the 

carmaking alliance that has come close to 

collapse since the arrest of former Chief 

Executive Carlos Ghosn. 

To Read More Click Here 

Sky to create 2,000 jobs at new Elstree 

studio: Sky is to build a studios complex 

just north of London, creating 2,000 jobs 

and ramping up its battle with streaming 

services Netflix and Amazon Prime. 

To Read More Click Here 

Diamond miners dented by Indian 

polishers’ woes: Diamond miners are 

feeling the pressure after a funding crunch 

in the world’s polishing hub dented sales of 

rough gemstones. 

To Read More Click Here 

Brazil urged to renew limits on Amazon 

soya production: Companies and 

investors including Tesco, Asda, Carrefour 

and LGIM urged the Brazilian government 

to protect the Amazon rainforest from 

deforestation by renewing its commitment to 

limiting soya cultivation. 

To Read More Click Here 

Cineworld revenues slide on delayed 

movie releases: Cineworld blamed the 

delay of some highly anticipated movies to 

2020, including Avatar 2, for a slide in box 

office admissions that it said would leave full

-year revenue below management’s 

expectations. 

To Read More Click Here 

Google co-founders Page and Brin step 

down from Alphabet: Larry 

Page and Sergey Brin, the Stanford 

students who founded Google as a research 

project 21 years ago, are stepping back 

from their day-to-day roles at technology 

holding company Alphabet, bringing the 

Click here to open an account 
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curtain down on one of the most successful 

management double-acts in history. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

Tech tax v lux levy: le tit-for-tat: Dispute 

between France and the U.S. is serious but 

could still be resolved. 

To Read More Click Here 

Cineworld: island in the streams: Cinema 

chains will survive blizzard of content, if not 

precisely in their present form. 

To Read More Click Here 

Government Pension Investment Fund: 

eat my shorts: Restrictions are well-

meaning but misguided. 

To Read More Click Here 

Lombard: 

Centamin should Endeavour to listen to 

offer: Perhaps it’s not surprising that gold 

miner Centamin’s board tuned out when 

rival Endeavour Mining came a-wooing. 

Pessimists complain about the noise when 

opportunity knocks, quipped Oscar Wilde. 

And Centamin’s heads are right to be 

pessimistic about their pay and provisions if 

the two groups are smashed together, as 

Endeavour of Canada would like. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

Lloyd's of London launches new space 

insurance policy: Lloyd’s of London will 

launch a groundbreaking space insurance 

policy in the hope that the booming industry 

can send profits into orbit in the coming 

decades.  

British burglar alarm firm embroiled in 

Chinese Uighur human rights scandal: A 

British burglar alarm company has become 

embroiled in China's biggest human rights 

scandal amid fears its technology is 

being used to monitor persecuted Uighur 

Muslims. 

The new space race marks one giant 

leap for the private sector: When Neil 

Armstrong took one his giant leap for 

mankind, space exploration was a matter of 

national prestige and strictly a government 

enterprise. 

Elon Musk reported British cave 

rescuer's lawyer to U.K. police claiming 

fraud: Elon Musk reported a British lawyer 

helping to sue the tech billionaire to police in 

the U.K. claiming fraud, according to legal 

documents. 

Big retailers could save £7 million a year 

each by going cashless, report claims: 

British retailers could save more than £7 
million a year each by ditching cash and 

accepting only card and digital payments, a 

study claim. 

The Questor Column: 

Questor: there’s no doubt that Croda is a 

quality stock, but does it deserve this 

pricey valuation?: There may seem to be 

little or no point in trying to pick holes in the 

investment case for a company that has a 

powerful market position in its chosen area, 

generates returns on capital of more than 

20% as a result and can point to a two-

decade dividend growth streak for good 

measure. And Croda is indeed a very good, 

very well-run company. If there was ever a 

share that deserved the “quality” tag it is 

Croda, the speciality chemicals company. 

Its innovations in the areas of personal care 

(ingredients for skin creams), life sciences 

(for crop care), high-performance coatings 

and lubricants mean it provides products on 

which its customers rely heavily and for 

which they are prepared to pay up as a 

result. That pricing power underpins Croda’s 

24% operating margins and its excellent 

return on capital and cash flow. This is 

undeniably a strong story and Croda can 

point to the right numbers to prove it. Sales 

have grown at an annual rate of 4.4% over 

the past decade and earnings per share 

have advanced at a double-digit clip over 

the same 10 years. But a forecast price-to-

earnings multiple of about 26 and a yield of 

less than 2% mean the investment case is 

well understood by the market and investors 

are already paying a very full price to 

access it.Although they have different 

business mixes, it is interesting to see 

chemicals sector rivals such as Victrex, 

Elementis and Germany’s Fuchs Petrolub 

start to suffer a lowering in their valuations 

from very high levels, even if their actual 

share prices are not yet coming under 

undue pressure, and it may be that there 

will be a better entry point to be had with 

Croda in the next year or two. So, while it 

remains a high-quality company, we will 

wait for a better opportunity to buy. Questor 

says, “Avoid”. 

Daily Mail 

Property tycoon hands £190 million to 

U.K. crime squad: Settlement includes 

£50 million home in London: Malik Riaz 

Hussain (pictured) and his family have been 

ordered by the National Crime Agency to 

relinquish the vast sum in cash and assets 

amid allegations they are the proceeds of 

crime. 

Donald Trump plans to hit France with 

$2.4 billion tariffs on champagne and 

luxury handbags in retaliation for 'digital 

tax' on Google, Amazon and Facebook in 

move revealed hours before he meets 

President Macron: The Office of the U.S. 

Trade Representative says France's new 

digital services tax discriminates against 

U.S. companies in a move which came 

hours before the two countries' presidents 

meet. 

Black Friday boosts John Lewis to its 

best ever week of sales with takings up 

9.5%: John Lewis said high-end fragrances, 

Barbour clothing (pictured) and Joie Spin 

car seat were some of the weekend's best-

sellers. Apple Airpods and gin glasses sold 

well too. 

Songwriter who made hits with Adele 

and Stormzy sells off part of his back 

catalogue: Hipgnosis said it had snapped 

up worldwide income rights held by Fraser T 

Smith to 298 songs, including 2011's Set 

Fire To The Rain by Adele (pictured), for an 

undisclosed fee. 

Christmas presents could be left sitting 

in warehouses as Argos workers vote to 

strike over festive period: Argos 

customers could face more than a fortnight 

of disruption over Christmas after staff at 

one of the retailer's distribution centres 

voted to strike in a long-running pay row. 

City investment experts' trade body CFA 

U.K. calls for tiered fees to be adopted in 

funds sold to retail investors: A body 

representing the U.K. investment industry 

has advised that fund managers should 

bring in a tiered fee structure for retail funds 

due to their simplicity and transparency 

The Scottish Herald 

West of Shetland oil pioneer’s shares 

plunge despite news of fresh discovery: 
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WEST of Shetland oil pioneer Hurricane 

Energy has made another find underlining 

the potential of an area that is generating 

huge interest in the industry. 

North Sea minnow’s potential 

acknowledged by administrators to LCF 

investment firm: Administrators for the 

London Capital & Finance (LCF) business 

which went under amid controversy have 

highlighted the potential for holders of 

bonds it issued to benefit from an increase 

in the valuation of a North Sea minnow. 

Scottish biotech firm secures contract 

for HIV test kits in Nigeria: Omega 

Diagnostics shares rose more than 1% as 

the Scottish biotech business said it 

secured a 200,000-unit order for HIV tests 

from Nigeria in interim results. 

Reid raises £1 million for Trickle: Trickle, 

the latest venture from Scots entrepreneur 

Paul Reid, has received nearly £1 million of 

backing from angel and venture capital 

investors. 

Housebuilder Cruden to increase 

number of new homes by a quarter: The 

Cruden Group, which has delivered an 

average of 1,200 new build homes a year in 

Scotland over the last four years, has set 

targets to further expand its activities and 

boost housing delivery by 25% over the 

coming year. 

Red squirrels staging fight back: They 

still control the great cities of Scotland's 

Central Belt. But Grey Squirrels are in 

retreat in the north as their red cousins 

mount a rear-guard action. 

Global heating threat to Cairngorm snow 

fields: The Cairngorms will suffer a 

substantial decline in its snow cover within a 

decade, according to a major new climate 

report. 

The Scotsman 

Scotland's high growth firms scoop £1 

million at Scottish Edge finals in 

Edinburgh: A string of Scottish businesses 

with high growth potential have been 

awarded a combined £1 million at the 

Scottish Edge finals. 

Tennent’s hails record visitors to 

attraction: The Tennent’s Story visitor 

centre in Glasgow is celebrating a bumper 

year of visitors since its launch in November 

of last year. 

Edinburgh Gin debuting new advertising 

campaign: Edinburgh Gin has served up its 

largest-ever ad campaign – which will 

premiere on the walls of The Dome in its 

home city. 

Aberdeen travel firm inks bespoke deal 

with Ithaca Energy: Munro’s Travel has 

inked an agreement with North Sea oil and 

gas operator Ithaca Energy to provide a 

bespoke business travel service. 

Cairn Energy funds Heriot-Watt clean 

energy scholarships: Cairn Energy, the 

Edinburgh-headquartered oil and gas 

explorer and producer, has pledged 

£300,000 to a new clean energy scholarship 

programme at Heriot-Watt University. 

Tim Hortons announces Cumbernauld 

opening date: Canadian café and cake 

shop chain, Tim Hortons, will be opening 

the doors to its new drive thru restaurant in 

Cumbernauld Retail Park. 

Edinburgh PR agency grows team to 

capitalise on new business rush: Public 

relations firm Tailormade Media has 

bolstered its team with the appointments of 

Caroline Jack and Sean McInally. 

Glasgow legal firm bought in multi-

million-pound deal: Law At Work, the 

Glasgow-headquartered legal specialist, 

has been acquired by a stock market-listed 

peer in a multi-million-pound deal. 

Legal services firm Vialex growing with 

new London initiative: Edinburgh-based 

legal services firm Vialex is launching an 

“innovative” venture in London to build on its 

growing client base in the south of England. 
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